A mixture of fibers, yarns, and color create a richly textured scarf just right for spring. We love the little bubbles of ribbon rippling the length of the scarf, created by differential shrinkage during the finishing process between the wool yarns and the rayon ribbon.

**YARN**
Berroco Ultra Alpaca and Remix; Brown Sheep Nature Spun Sport; Mango Moon Cotton Ribbon; Classic Elite Giselle, La Gran, and Silky Alpaca Lace.

**WEAVE ON THE CRICKET LOOM BY SCHACHT**
structure
plain weave.

equipment
schacht 10" cricket loom, 8-dent cricket rigid heddle reed, two stick shuttles.

yarns

warps: 8 ends each of the following yarns:
berroco ultra alpaca, alpaca/wool, 215 yds/3.5 oz., worsted weight, in rose spice and boysenberry mix. berroco remix, nylon/cotton/acrylic/silk/linen, 216 yds/3.5 oz. clementine. brown sheep nature spun, 100% wool, sport weight, in peach and orange. mango moon cotton ribbon, 75yds/ball, in lyra. classic elite silky alpaca lace, alpaca/silk, 440 yds/50g, lace weight, in cameroon. classic elite giselle, kid mohair/wool/nylon, 230 yds/50g, worsted weight, in olive amber. one skein of each color.

weft: classic elite la gran, mohair/wool/nylon, 106 yds/50g, in lime. brown sheep nature spun, 100% wool, sport weight, in orange. one skein of each color.

warp

warp length: 80”, including 18” of loom waste.

warp ends: 64
width in reed: 8”
epi: 8
ppi: 10
finishing length: 60”
fringe length: 3.5”

warping

following the warping plan below, warp 64 ends randomly placing the yarns. place cotton ribbon ends in slots.

weaving

this scarf weaves up very quickly. alternate the two wefts along the length of the scarf, weaving broad stripes between 2-4 inches wide. because of the color and texture mix of the warp, the weft changes in the weaving appear subtle, almost undulating along the length of the scarf.

finishing

after weaving, tie overhand knots in groups of three warps. hand wash in very warm water with mild soap. place in dryer with a couple of bath towels. tumble on medium heat for five minutes. check to see if sufficiently fulled. repeat until desired hand is achieved. press on high heat using a press cloth. trim the fringe to 3.5”.
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 ultra alpaca – rose spice 8
 ultra alpaca – boysenberry 8
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 cotton ribbon – lyra (place in slots) 8
 silky alpaca lace – cameroon 8
 giselle – olive amber 8
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